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Abstract
Nowadays, probabilistic models are playing a significant role in various areas in-
cluding machine learning, artificial intelligence and cognitive science, etc. How-
ever, as those models are becoming more and more complex, it shows that the 
corresponding programs are really hard to maintain and reuse as well. Meanwhile,
the current tools are not feasible enough to enable probabilistic modeling and ma-
chine learning to be accessible to the working programmer, who has sufficient do-
main expertise, but perhaps not enough expertise in probability theory or machine
learning.

Probabilistic programming is one possible way to solve this. Indeed, probabilistic 
programming languages are powerful tools to specify probabilistic models directly
in terms of a computer programs. While programmers writes normal procedures, 
everything will be automatically translated into statistical distributions and then 
users can do inferences upon them. 

This project aims at exploring and implementing a probabilistic programming 
language, for which we name as Shelang. We use Scheme, a dialect of Lisp lan-
guage which is originated from λ-Calculus, to implement a embedded probabilis-
tic programming language. This paper mainly discusses about the design, algo-
rithms, details of this implementation and several usages of Shelang and make a 
conclusion in the end.

Keywords: Probabilistic Models, Programming Language Theory, Lisp, Machine
Learning, Artificial Intelligence
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1 Introduction
1.1 Background

Nowadays, people find out that probabilistic modeling is a powerful tool and 
methodology in fields like machine learning, cognitive science and artificial intel-
ligence. 

The first generation of such tools focused on probabilistic graphical models which
use a directed or indirected graph-based representation to express the conditional 
dependence structure between random variables. The simplest graphic model may
be the Bayesian networks, which is now a mature framework being applied in 
practice. However, as graphical models scale up to real problems involving thou-
sands or more of random variables and dependencies, they become unwieldy in 
the raw.

The second generation tried to solve the problem by building probabilistic models
over sets of objects and structured connections between them. Existing tools 
nowadays includes PRMS[1] and BLOG[2].

The third generation, which is so called universal probabilistic programming lan-
guage, is trying to combine the stochastic computation with programming lan-
guages. The key idea is very simple: by writing programs, it translates all proce-
dures into the corresponding distributions upon which users can do the inferences.
Meanwhile, it still has all the features of a programming language suppose to 
have, more or less. Under that setting, here we have a short example written in 
Shelang:

;; A Generative Process

(define (geometric  p)

    (if (flip  p) 1 (+  1 (geometric  p)))) ;; Recursion

The stochastic function flip from above example stands for running a Bernoulli 
trial, which means it returns true with probability p and false with probability (1- 
p) . By invoking (geometric p), we sample a random variable from Geometric 
distribution with parameter p. This example shows that this is so natural and 
straightforward to construct probabilistic models within a universal probabilistic 
programming language. 

1.2 Why Probabilistic Programming?
Probabilistic inferring is one of the foundational technologies of artificial intelli-
gence nowadays. It's been used by a lot of companies to make sense of the data. 
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There are various practical applications such as recommending music, predicting 
stock, detecting cyber intrusions, where probabilistic inferring has been applied. 

However, those probabilistic models are becoming more and more complex. 
Thus, we need to find a way to ensure that those models are maintainable, extensi-
ble and reliable, more or less. Obviously, to make that possible, using program-
ming languages to represent probabilistic models is the best and probably ultimate
choice.   

On the other hand,  probabilistic programming languages suppose to free those 
working programmers who have sufficient domain expertise but perhaps not 
enough expertise in fields like mathematics, machine learning, etc. For most 
cases, it's not necessary to know all the details of probabilistic inferences inside 
the compilers, interpreters and run-time, and it's more efficient to enable pro-
grammers to express probabilistic models using his or her specific domain exper-
tise. Therefore, we need a more powerful tool to help working programmers fo-
cusing on the models and then the tool itself can automatically handle all the algo-
rithms and inferences.

Therefore, I intend to implement a light-weight but fully-featured probabilistic 
programming language and I name this implementation as Shelang for now. It 
will be a meaningful exploration and can provide a lot of experience for those 
people who are going to implement another one.

1.3 Overall Aims
First of all, the probabilistic programming languages should provide several ele-
mentary random procedures, e.g. the flip from the former example. More such 
kind of procedures will be introduced in later sections.

Secondly, probabilistic programming languages should be able to translate the 
programs, which are probabilistic models built by programmers, into correspond-
ing statistical distributions. To be more specific, the programs will be executed 
several times so that the system can sample the variates from the corresponding 
distributions. There are a lot of ways (rejection-sampling, MCMC method and so 
on) to implement this mechanism, however, each of which always have both ad-
vantages and disadvantages.

Finally, it's very important to analyze and evaluate the design and implementation.
To do the analysis and evaluations, first I will use Shelang to implement several 
probabilistic models and then make conclusions. As I mentioned above, there are 
a lot of trade offs between expressiveness, flexibility and efficiency, so I will also 
conclude what benefits Shelang can bring to us and what drawbacks, or say, what 
we have lost because of the choice of design and implementation of Shelang. 
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1.4 Scope
This project has its focus on programming language theory, probabilistic models 
and MCMC algorithms. Shelang will not be considered as a practical product-
level implementation of probabilistic programming language, instead, it try to ex-
plain typically how a probabilistic program works and the potential power of uni-
versal probabilistic programming languages. The future work will also be dis-
cussed in the later sections of this paper.

1.5 Detailed problem statement
Though we may have all the benefits that a probabilistic programming language 
can bring to us, it's usually hard to implement an interpreter or a compiler for 
such a language. The efficiency is the biggest problem. Meanwhile, how to find a 
balance between expressiveness, flexibility and efficiency of the language is an-
other important topic. Actually, the research of this topic is more or less a little 
slowly so that it's still not fully well understood by people.

Generally, the efficiency problem is brought by the sampling method, e.g. MCMC 
algorithm. But the algorithm itself is actually another problem even if we don't 
consider the efficiency at first. To manually code MCMC algorithms for a speci-
fied probabilistic model is not difficult, however,  probabilistic programming lan-
guage is not created for dealing with just a set of fixed models but universal prob-
lems. This is challenging.

To summarize:

• how to implement a sampling framework with a probabilistic program-
ming language so that it can deal with universal probabilistic models and 
problems?

• how to develop an efficient implementation for a probabilistic program-
ming language, while also concerning about the expressiveness and flexi-
bility?

1.6 Ethical Issues
Though probabilistic programming is still not totally well understood and there's 
no mature or practical implementation of probabilistic programming language, 
that topic is indeed about artificial intelligence. Therefore, some ethical issues 
need to be concerned. For example, will this kind of probabilistic programming 
system dangerous?

If a probabilistic programming system can be able to automatically build proba-
bilistic models itself in the future, it actually just shows how powerful it is. How-
ever, artificial intelligence is always artificial anyhow. That is, we think whether 
it's dangerous or not depends on what kind of role we want it to be. And most im-
portantly, we always have the most significant authority over our probabilistic pro-
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gramming systems. On the other hand, people may think if such a system is too 
intelligent, it will cause a lot of people losing their jobs. We think this is a com-
mon misunderstanding. For probabilistic programming systems, it actually guides 
the programmers, developers or engineers which area, building models or imple-
menting inference algorithms, they should focus on. 

1.7 Outline
Chapter one gives a brief introduction of this project, which generally describes 
what is Shelang, why we need it and what are the problems when developing such 
a probabilistic programming language. Chapter two tries to comprehensively dis-
cusses about the basic theory of probabilistic programming. Chapter three and 
four talks about the methodology, design and implementation of this project. In 
chapter five, we show several usages of Shelang where some typical probabilistic 
models have been selected. Finally, we make conclusions and give a brief descrip-
tion about future works.

1.8 Contributions
The whole project is developed by me myself, spending about 3 months. The cur-
rent situation of developments of probabilistic programming languages is some-
what a little “frozen”, there is not very much source code could be studied. 

Actually, the whole topic is still very new and considered not understood very 
well by people. I proposed a new way to implement MCMC framework, to be 
more specific, Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, based on continuations. And also, 
Shelang is an embedded language which is totally different from languages like 
Church.
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2 Theories
When making a decision, people certainly prefer an answer of YES or NO, GOOD
or BAD. However, in the real world, there are actually rarely clear YES or NO, 
GOOD or BAD answers to the decisions we care about. 

For example, if we want to launch a project and we don't want to take a risk, it 
will be preferable to carry on a survey such that we can know whether it will sell 
well. We may be confident about this project but we can't be very sure. In this 
case, the language of probability can help make decisions like this. Before launch-
ing that project, we can use prior experience with similar projects to estimate the 
probability whether it will be successful. Actually, we may be more interested in 
how much revenue it will bring, that is, how much risk and cost there will be for 
us. 

Therefore, probabilistic thinking can help us make hard decisions and judgement 
calls, which should be based on knowledge and logic. This means, we need to 
specify rules to represent knowledge that we have and using which, the logic will 
help us get answers to our questions. This is where probabilistic programming 
languages can help. Probabilistic programs are all about providing ways to repre-
sent knowledge and logic to make decisions.

To be more general, we will first describe a system which is so called “Probabilis-
tic Inferring System”. There are five key elements:

• General knowledge: which you already know about in general terms, with-
out considering any details of a particular situation;

• Probabilistic model: a representation of the general knowledge in mathe-
matics, probabilistic terms;

• Evidence: those specific information you have about a particular situation;

• Query: what you want to know about that particular situation;

• Inference: Using algorithms to answer that query based on a probabilistic 
model.

Here is a figure describing the components and mechanism of probabilistic infer-
ring systems:
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Figure 1: A brief illustration of probabilistic inference systems.

By using this probabilistic inferring system, we can do the inference in three 
ways:

• Predict the future. Just like the former example that we can know whether

• Infer the cause. For example, given specific evidences, is the coin unfair? 

• Learning from the past events to better predict the future.

Just like in a data mining system, the more data is given the more accurate is the 
result we will get from the probabilistic inferring system. Besides, the quality of 
the result also depends on the degree to which the origin probabilistic model ac-
curately reflects real-world situations. Roughly speaking, the more data is given, 
the less important the original model is.

Now I can give a basic description of probabilistic programming language:

A probabilistic programming language is, very simply, a probabilistic inferring sys-
tem in which the knowledge representation language is a programming language.

Here the word programming language means that you can use all features from 
what you expect from a programming language. Therefore, the expressiveness of 
representation language becomes extremely powerful and as long as the program-
ming language you have chosen is turing-complete, the representation language 
can express any computation that can be performed on a digital computer. 

The benefit that probabilistic programming languages can bring to us is obvious. 
However, the implementation could be very hard. In the following parts of this 
section, I mainly discuss about some details and also related works.
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2.1 Languages for Knowledge Representation
As I mentioned in the first section, there are three generations of languages for 
representing knowledge with a probabilistic model. This project is all about the 
third one, which is so called universal probabilistic programming language. Such 
formal languages for probabilistic modeling enable re-use, modularity, and de-
scriptive clarity, and can foster generic inference techniques.

2.1.1 λ-Calculus and Lisp Languages
λ-Calculus is a formal system for expressing computation based on function ab-
straction and application using variable binding and substitution, first introduced 
by Alonzo Church. Indeed, we need a formal language which should be universal 
in the sense that it should be able to express any (computable) process. λ-Calculus
here is a great choice.

On the other hand, Lisp (LISt Processing) language was first introduced by John 
McCarthy in 1958, which is based on λ-Calculus. In 1975, Guy L. Steele and 
Gerald Jay Sussman developed a variant of Lisp language called Scheme, which is
the first lexcical-context Lisp and with particular simple and minimal syntax and 
semantics. A quick introduction of Scheme language (and also Shelang language) 
is presented in Appendix A.

Shelang is embedded in Scheme language, which means programmers can still 
use all syntax, semantics and special constructs (like, macro) of Scheme. With the
power of λ-Calculus and Scheme language, Shelang is powerful enough to repre-
sent all the probabilistic models. 

2.1.2 Why Build on Lisp?
By using a probabilistic programming language, we want to focus on describing 
generative processes which are generated by procedures. The ability to flexibly 
manipulate and abstract over procedures limited in a deterministic manner will 
bound our ability to flexibly manipulate and abstract over probabilistic generative 
models. Thus Lisp, with its support for lambda expressions which are anonymous,
untyped, higher-order and the dynamically but strongly typed, procedure-based 
programming style it supports, is truly a natural starting point. 

Scheme, unlike another significant Lisp dialect called “Common Lisp”, is ex-
tremely minimal, simple but powerful enough to build everything. Therefore, 
there will be a minimum of overhead that burdening the learners – and ultimately,
all the programmers.

Besides, as the probabilistic models are becoming more and more complex, peo-
ple certainly will use methods like modularity and abstraction layers to manage 
those models. We thus need to work with a language that encourages the stratified
design. In [3], the authors concluded that:
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Scheme  is  an  especially  good  vehicle  for  exhibiting  the  power  of
procedural  abstractions  because  […]  Scheme  does  not  distinguish
between  patterns  that  abstract  over  procedures  and  patterns  that
abstract over other kinds of data.

This is because Lisp is homoiconic. That is, within Lisp, the code is equivalent to 
data. That stratified style of programming is actually the nature of Lisp, supported
by both its expressive constructs for procedural abstraction and the “code is data” 
mechanism of Lisp.

2.1.3 Syntax
Shelang is embedded in Scheme, which means, you can use all features and infra-
structures of Scheme language. To give a minimal syntax definition, Shelang pro-
grams are composed with expressions:

A minimal syntax definition.

expression ::= c 

           | x 

       | (e1 e2 …) 

       | (lambda  (x …)  e)

       | (if  e1  e2  e3)

       | (define  x  e) | (define (x ...) e)

       | (quote  e)

   | more special forms …

From the above description, c stands for constant primitives, x for a variable and
ei for expressions, and we often write 'e as shorthand for (quote e) which 

cancels the evaluation of e.

The constants include primitive data types (char, integer, boolean, etc.), and stan-
dard functions to build data structures (notably cons, car and cdr for lists) and 
manipulate basic types (e.g. and, not). And roughly speaking for now, the form 
(e1  e2 …) can be considered as a function application, where e1 is the function, 
rest ei are arguments and the whole expression will be usually evaluated from 
left to right or in another order. lambda is mainly used for constructing a non-re-
cursive function, while define doesn't have that restriction. more special forms in-
cludes constructs like (let (bindings …) body) and more. To know the details, 
you may need to refer to the reference of Scheme language.
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You may also find this definition is extremely simple and recursive. After all, this 
is the philosophy of the design of Scheme language: simple, minimal but power-
ful enough to build everything. 

2.1.4 Semantics
First, Shelang has a set of elementary random primitives, including bernoulli, flip,
binomial, categorical (discrete), poisson, discrete-uniform, sample-integer,  contin-
uous-uniform, gaussian (normal), gamma, beta, exponential, multinomial and 
dirichlet. All the details are listed in Appendix B. 

Then we have the most important semantic: query. Actually, query is the only 
special constructs besides all Scheme standard definitions. The name is borrowed 
from another probabilistic programming language Church, but the meaning is 
quite different from each other. Consider the following example:

(define (test)

    (let* ((a (if (flip) 1 0))

             (b (if (flip) 1 0))

             (c (if (flip) 1 0))

             (d (+  a  b  c)))

    ;; query about when d⩾2 is true,

    ;; how's the distribution of value a?

        (query (fix:>=  d  2) #t)

         a)) ;; "what we want to know"

This simple example shows a basic structure of Shelang programs. Although 
query is actually just an ordinary function, semantically, (query  value  ob-
served-value) conditions the probability distribution defined by the rest of the 
code on the fact that variable value is equal to observed-value. Besides, query 
takes an optional argument that specifies what kind if any observation noise 
should be associated with the observation of this variable. 

Then, we may want to know what kind of distribution followed by a. Shelang 
presents several simple tools to do that. For example, if we want to know the dis-
tribution of a, which is actually a Categorical distribution:

;; 1000 means "take 1000 samples".

;; 100 means do 100 iterations for 

;; Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm.
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(define  stream (sample-stream  test  1000  100)) ;; stream

;; 'hist' is a function that takes a list,

;; and returns another list which shows the

;; frequencies of each item.

(hist (stream-head  stream  1000)) ;; ((0 .249) (1 .749))

The result shows that Pr (a=0  | d⩾2)=0.249  and Pr (a=1 | d⩾2)=0.749 . 
Due to the accuracy problem of implementation for floating numbers, those two 
values will not be sum to 1.0. But this result is actually good enough, because the 
accurate result is Pr (a=0  | d⩾2)=0.25 and Pr (a=1  | d⩾2)=0.75 .

More details will be discussed in later sections, especially how those elementary 
random primitives store continuations and how query using Metropolis-Hastings 
algorithm to query about the conditioned values.

2.1.5 The Purity of Probabilistic Programming Languages
If we consider about functional programming languages, such as OCaml and 
Haskell, the term purity means the function always evaluates and returns the same 
result value when given the same argument values. Meanwhile, evaluation of the 
result does not cause any semantically side effect, such as assignment operations 
(mutation) or output to I/O devices.

Therefore, according to that description, all the random procedures are not of pu-
rity. However, in probabilistic programs, the term purity actually have a totally 
different meaning. For example, if there are two programmers that each of them 
has his (or her) own idea about a stochastic procedure which “produces” a 
weighted coin:

;; 'make-coin-a' and 'make-coin-b' returns a thunk that

;; when invoked, return true or false with a hidden probability 

(define (make-coin-a) 

     (let ((weight (beta  1  1))) ;; bayes' prior probability

          (lambda () (flip  weight)))) ;; no mutation

(define (make-coin-b)

      (let ((count (cons  1  1)))

           (lambda ()

               (let ((result  (flip  (/ (car count) 
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                                            (+  (car  count) (cdr  count))))))

             (if result

         ;; mutation involved here!

                      (set-car!  count (+ (car  count)  1))

                      (set-cdr!  count (+ (cdr  count)  1)))

         result))))

(define coin-a (make-coin-a))

(define coin-b (make-coin-b))

For thunk coin-a and coin-b, we really care whether a sequence of variables sam-
pled from them, say { x1, x2, ⋯, xn} , is truly random. For coin-a, the likeli-
hood of the sampled variables is:

p(x1, x2, ⋯, xn)=∫ p(θ)∏
i

p(x i  | θ)d θ

while the likelihood for coin-b is:

p(x1, x2, ⋯, xn)=p(x1) p (x2 | x1)⋯p(xn  | x1 , x2 , ⋯, xn−1)

In this case, both make-coin-a and make-coin-b is reasonable. You may argue 
about the efficiency of each implementation, however, you can't argue about the 
randomness: for each method, p(x1 , x2 , ⋯, xn) doesn't depend on the order 
of each variable x i that showing up in the whole sequence.

Therefore, for probabilistic programs, the term purity should stands for exchange-
ability. If the exchangeability can be ensured, then the mutation is ignorable. To 
summarize, for a finite sequence of sampled variables {X1 , X2 , ⋯, XN } and 
some permutation function Φ , the purity of probabilistic programs is ensured 
under this condition:

Pr (X1=x1 , ⋯, XN=xn)  = Pr (XΦ(1)=xΦ(1), ⋯, XΦ(N )=xΦ(n))

What's the benefits if we stick to purity when we write probabilistic programs? In 
functional programs, purity guarantees things like referential transparency, which 
is very helpful and important in a lot of situations. And for probabilistic pro-
grams,  for example, if we sampled 11 values by invoking coin-a and the first 10 
values are true, then we can say the hidden coin weight seems very high (and 
maybe the next sample is also true) only when the probabilistic program we use is
pure. Therefore, only if we stick to purity, then we can make the inference, pre-
diction and learning convincing, responsible and reliable. 
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2.1.6 An Embedded Probabilistic Programming Language
Shelang is designed to be embedded within Scheme language. People find it is 
helpful to embed a language of probability distributions in a host language such as
Haskell[4] or Matlab[5]. Therefore, Shelang is actually not a new language but a 
toolkit, or say, a library for probabilistic inferring.

Recall that the first generation of such tools is all about constructing graphical 
models. Though there will be a lot of problems in the practice then, this idea is 
not wrong. It's easy to find that graphical models are helpful, because they are so 
intuitive that they are actually describing sampling procedures. Therefore, in  
probabilistic programming language such as Shelang, graphical models can be 
constructed using programs written in the host language, and those repeated pat-
terns thus can be factored out and represented compactly. 

That is the power of programming languages. But why I designed Shelang in a 
embedded manner? I think, the main drawbacks of a standalone probabilistic lan-
guage is that it can not rely on the infrastructures of an existing language. For ex-
ample, if I choose to implement Shelang as a standalone language, then I have to 
not only take care of probabilistic inference algorithms but also things like I/O, 
arithmetic functions and debugging facilities. 

Probabilistic programming language is still a more or less new topic, so we need 
to focus on the methodology and algorithm itself. Actually, the vast majority of 
standalone probabilistic languages are implemented as interpreters rather than 
compilers. So from this point of view, an embedded probabilistic language can 
piggyback on its host language's compiler to remove much of the interpretive 
overhead. 

2.2 Inference Algorithms 
2.2.1 Bayesian Inference

In Shelang, a lot of real-world problems can be understood as a Bayesian prob-
lem. In that case,  we have a prior probability distribution Pr (H  = h) on hy-
pothesis h, capturing beliefs before a given set of observed data. Meanwhile, we 
also have a data model Pr (D  = d  | H  = h) , which specifies the probability of
any given data sets d assuming that the hypothesis h holds. 

Bayes Rule, one of the most famous rules of probability theory, could be used to 
describe the posterior distribution Pr (H  = h | D  = d) :

Pr (H  = h  | D  = d)  = 
Pr (H  = h)Pr (D  = d  | H  = h)

Pr (D  = d)
 = 

Pr (H  = h , D  = d)

∑
H

Pr (H  = h , D  = d)

This part ∑
H

Pr (H  = h , D  = d ) is usually difficult to compute, because it re-

quires a sum over, sometimes exponentially, many hypothesis h. But first we con-
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sider how to sample from the posterior distribution. In Shelang, one way to do 
that is by providing a procedure that takes a prior and likelihood sampler, and re-
turns a procedure that samples from the posterior whenever applied:

;; A general procedure shows how to 

;; make a posterior distribution sampler.

(define (make-posterior-sampler prior-sampler likelihood-sampler)

  (letrec ((loop

                    (lambda (observed-data  pred)

                        (let* ((h (prior-sampler))

                                 (d (likelihood-sampler  h)))

                     (if (pred  d  observed-data)

                          d ;; accept

                         (loop observed-data pred)))))) ;; reject

      (lambda (observed-data)

          (loop  observed-data  equal?))))

This approach is usually considered as Rejection-Sampling. Recall the example 
shown in section 2.1.2, which could also be written in a Rejection-Sampling man-
ner: 

(define (test-new)

  (let* ((a (if (flip) 1 0))

           (b (if (flip) 1 0))

           (c (if (flip) 1 0))

           (d (+ a b c)))

     (if (>= d 2)

   a ;; accept

  (test-new)))) ;; reject

Rejection-Sampling is easy to implement, however, sometimes this method is ex-
tremely inefficient. In practice, it may require too much iterations to sample a sin-
gle value, not to say when the dimension of parameters is sometimes very high. In
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effect, trying to perform inference in a probabilistic program by Rejection-Sam-
pling would be akin to trying to find a solution to an AMB[6] problem by making 
random non-deterministic choices and hoping that once choice will hit a valid so-
lution.

That is why Shelang doesn't use Rejection-Sampling, even though it's easy to un-
derstand and implement. Instead, Shelang uses another approach based on Monte 
Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) method which we'll discuss about later. Suppose 
now we already have a more efficient way to sample from the posterior distribu-
tion, then it's much easier to query about several properties like mean value and 
variance of the probabilistic programs.

2.2.2 Markov Chains

Markov Chain is a sequence of random values, {X 0 , X1 , X2 ,⋯} , such that at 
each time t⩾0 , the next X t+1 is sampled from a distribution P(X t+1  | X t)

which only depends on the current state of the chain ( X t ) . That means, when 
given a state X t , the next state X t+1 does not depend on the history of the 
chain {X 0, X1 , X2 ,⋯X t−1} at all. 

In practice, distribution P(X t+1  | X t) is usually called the transition kernel of 
the chain. And also, the chain is also considered to be time-homogenous, that is,
P(.  | .) does not depend on t.

How does the very first state X0 affect X t ? To be more general, if given
X0 , what kind of distribution P(X t  | X0) we will eventually get? Subject to 

regularity conditions, the distribution P(t )
(X t  | X0) will converge to a unique so

called stationary distribution in the end, which does not depend on t or X0 . 

Thus, if we denote the stationary distribution (which is represented by a 
probabilistic program) by φ (.) , then the key problem is: how can we build a 
Markov Chain such that within limited iterations (which is also called burn-in 
time), the sampled values {X t} will look increasingly like dependent samples 
from φ (.) as t increases? 

2.2.3 Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
Actually, to construct such a Markov Chain is not very difficult. Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm, which is a generalization of the method first proposed by 
Metropolis at 1953, presents such a way to do that:

At each time t, the next state X t+1 is chosen by first sampling a candidate value 
Y from a so called  proposal distribution q( .  | X t) (note that the proposal 
distribution may depend on the current state X t ). If the target distribution is
π (.) , then the candidate value Y is accepted with probability α (X t , Y )

where
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α(X , Y )=min  (1 , 
π (Y )q (X  | Y )

π(X )q(Y  | X )
)

Finally, if Y is accepted, then the next state becomes X t+1=Y , otherwise,
X t+1=X t if Y is rejected. 

Thus the psedocode for Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is extremely simple:

Initialize X0 , t=0 .

loop:

sample a random variable Y from proposal distribution q( .  | X t) ;

sample a random variable U from Uniform(0 , 1) ;

if U⩽α (X t , Y ) , 

then set X t+1=Y ;

otherwise set X t+1=X t ;

end if

t=t+1 ;

end loop.

In Shelang, there are several ways to specify the proposal distribution. Though 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is much more efficient than Rejection-Sampling, 
it's not very easy to implement in probabilistic programs. We'll discuss about de-
tails in later sections. 

2.3 Trace: the Execution Paths of a Probabilistic Program
In a probabilistic program, when each elementary random primitive is invoked, it 
will return different values which are drawn from a fixed distribution parameter-
ized by a set of arguments. Thus, a run of a probabilistic program gives rise to a 
computation tree where each node represents a basic random choice, such as a 
Bernoulli trial. The children correspond to the possible outcomes of the choices 
and the edges of the tree are weighted with the probability of corresponding 
choices. Here is a simple example:

;; A simple probabilistic program written in Shelang.

;; 'flip' has already been mentioned above, 

;; which returns true with specified probability.

;; The computation tree is presented in figure 3.
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(let* ((c1 (flip  0.5))

                (c2 (flip (if  c1  0.4  0.8)))

                (c3 (if (eq?  c1  c2)

                     (flip  0.4)

                      true)))

    (and c1 c3))

Figure 2: an execution path of a probabilistic program

In figure 2, each path through the computation tree corresponds to a possible real-
ization of the probabilistic program and will be called a trace in the following. In 
practice, the problem will certainly become much more complex. We need an ap-
proach to calculate the corresponding distribution within limited steps.

2.4 The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm for Probabilistic 
Programs
First, we denote one probabilistic program as f, which should contain a lot of ran-
dom procedures composed by elementary random primitives (ERPs), such as flip,
gaussian, etc. Therefore, as f is executed, it encounters a series of ERPs. Then, let
pt(x  | θt) be the corresponding distribution it encounters when time t, where
θt is the parameters for that distribution. Finally, let f k  | x1 ,⋯, xk−1 be the kth 

EPR encountered while executing f, and let xk be the outcome it returns. The 
probability of X is thus the product of the probability of all the ERPs choices 
made:

p(X )=∏
k=1

K

pt k(xk  | θt k , x1 ,⋯, xk−1)

Now the problem here is how to reason about the posterior conditional distribu-
tion which is shown above. [7] proposed a way, which is based on Metropolis-
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Hastings algorithm, to solve that problem. However, in that paper, they didn't 
specify how the so called forward and backward probabilities q (x '  | x) and
q (x  | x ') are obtained. In the following, based on [7], we will discuss about 

how Metropolis-Hastings algorithm works for probabilistic programs traces.

Every time we run a probabilistic program which consists of random procedures, 
the sequence of random choices that are made, which is exactly the trace, corre-
sponds to a state in the domain of the distribution. Recall that in Metropolis-Hast-
ings algorithm, to transit to next state, we need a proposal distribution to modify 
those random choices. Therefore, we need to decide a specific proposal distribu-
tion over traces and the way of how to compute the acceptance probability.

We define a proposal distribution Q(x '  | x ) by choosing a random choice from
x uniformly at random and running the program from that point forward. Suppose
we choose to propose a new ith choice, let xbefore be the choices before the  ith 
choice and let xafter and x ' after be the choices made after the ith choice in the 
original trace and the proposed one, respectively. Then:

Q(x '  | x )=
1

length(x)
⋅q (x ' i  | x i) p (x ' after  | xbefore , x ' i) p ( y  | x ' )

While the target distribution we want to sample from is:

p(x  | y )∝ p( y  | x)⋅p (x)
=p(xbefore) p(x i  | xbrefore) p(xafter  | xbefore , xi) p ( y  | x)

Therefore, the acceptance ratio is:

π (Y )q (X  | Y )

π (X )q (Y  | X )
=
p(x 'before) p(x ' i  | x 'before) p (x ' after  | x ' before , x ' i) p ( y  | x ' )
p(xbefore) p(x i  | xbefore) p (xafter  | xbefore , x i) p( y  | x)

⋅

1
length (x ')

q(x i  | x 'i) p(xafter  | xbefore , x i)

1
length (x)

q (x ' i  | xi) p(x 'after  | x 'before , x ' i)

=
p(x 'i  | x 'before) p( y  | x ') length(x)q (x i  | x ' i)

p(x i  | xbefore) p( y  | x) length(x ' )q (x ' i  | x i)

Therefore, every transition of the Markov chain involves picking a random point 
on the trace, propose a new value for that random choice using a proposal distri-
bution, and then comparing how well the new trace fits the data to how well the 
old data fits the data. If we follow the MH acceptance rule when choosing 
whether to accept or reject the new state, then the stationary distribution of the 
Markov chain induced by these transitions tends towards the target distribution.

The details of implementation in Shelang will be discussed in Section 4.3.
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2.5 Related Works
[8] is the first paper that gives a comprehensive introduction about languages for 
generative models, which is called Church. The first version of Church's imple-
mentation is an interpreter mit-church, therefore it's relatively low efficient and 
also not very stable. However, the power of Church's ability to express probabilis-
tic models, or say, generative models, is superior at that time. 

Based on works of Church, [7] introduces lightweight implementations of proba-
bilistic programming languages via transformation compilation and [9] talks 
about its improvement approaches. It discusses about how to reuse the trace as 
much as possible, whatever the type of the host language is, imperative or func-
tional. Meanwhile, Kiselyov and Shan's work[10] also shares the goal of trans-
forming standard languages into probabilistic versions with little interpretive over-
head. Finally, both [11] and [12] introduces some more inference algorithms so 
that Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is not the only option.
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3 Methodology
3.1 MIT-Scheme

MIT-Scheme is an implementation of Scheme language, which is also part of 
GNU project. It features a rich run time library, a powerful source-level debug-
ger, a native code compiler and a built-in Emacs-like editor called Edwin.

MIT-Scheme can compile a set of scheme code files to binary files such that the 
overhead of run time will be reduced a lot. Meanwhile, MIT-Scheme provides 
several tools to handle with continuations, which helps a lot when developing She-
lang.

3.2 A MCMC Framework for Probabilistic Programming 
System
To finish the core part of Shelang which is an inference engine for probabilistic 
programming, a MCMC framework needs to be implemented. We have already 
discussed about Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in Section 2.2.3 and Section 2.4. 
It's clear that there are two major concerns of the algorithm, which are proposal 
distributions and burn-in time. For this project, we propose using an alternative 
probabilistic program trace to implement the proposal distribution and meanwhile
using a special construction called continuation to perform Metropolis-Hastings 
iterations.

3.3 Evaluation
To evaluate Shelang, several probabilistic models are implemented, which are se-
lected from topics like concept learning, learning as conditional inference,  ma-
chine learning and non-parametric models. This is a great approach to evaluate 
Shelang's expressiveness. On the other hand, the efficiency is a common problem 
for implementing such a probabilistic programming system. We thus put main fo-
cus on that Shelang itself works correctly, and the efficiency problem will be con-
sidered as future work. 
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4 Design and Implementation
4.1 Stochastic Memoization

Memoization is a common technique in dynamic programming. For example, a lot
of recursive functions, such as the Factorial function and the Fibonacci function 
can be optimized by using memoization. Generally speaking, memoization sacri-
fices the memory space (to store evaluations) for time (for each input there will be
only one evaluation). So it's a trade off between space and speed. 

4.1.1 The Implementation of mem
In Shelang, I implement a primitive procedure (mem  < lambda−exp >) , 
which takes a lambda expression and returns a memoized version of that expres-
sion with same functionality. Here is a simple example:

(define birthday 

    (mem  (lambda  (name) (discrete-uniform   1  365))))

(define  bob-birthday  (birthday  'bob)) ;; => 132

(birthday  'bob) ;; => will always return 132

The function birthday takes a name and returns an integer between 1 to 365 
which is sampled from Discrete-Uniform distribution parameterized by
(1 , 365) . As you can see, Bob's birthday has been memoized, (birthday 

'bob) will always be evaluated to 132. Using mem here is reasonable. The birth-
day of people can be considered as a random number, however, after it's been 
randomly generated, that number should be a fixed one for each person. 

In Scheme, stream is a powerful constructs that delaying evaluations. Now if we 
look at memoization from a perspective of stream, then mem itself is very special.
A memoized probabilistic procedure is exactly a stream which doesn't depend on 
the value it returns, but only on the property (arguments), which is invariant to 
their ordering. Recall Section 2.2.5 where we discuss about the purity of proba-
bilistic programs, mem is actually a special tool that guarantees the purity of sto-
chastic procedures within a probabilistic model, because all the return values are 
actually Independent and Identically Distributed random variables.

4.1.2 Dirichlet Process
Generally, we can sample a random variable from a Categorical distribution and 
the weights are drawn from a Dirichlet prior distribution. Both Categorical distri-
bution and Dirichlet distribution are defined for fixed numbers of categories. 
Now, just like a Dirichlet distribution defines a prior on parameters for a Categor-
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ical distribution with K possible outcomes, the Dirichlet process defines a prior on
those parameters but the K=∞ , which means the possible outcomes are infi-
nite.

One way of constructing a Dirichlet process, known as the stick-breaking method,
was first defined in [13]. Here's the corresponding formulated representation writ-
ten with Shelang programs:

(define (pick-a-stick  sticks  J)

  ;; a higher-order (and also a recursive) function that takes

  ;; another function 'sticks', which returns the stick weight 
for each stick.

  (if  (flip  (sticks  J))

      J

      (pick-a-stick  sticks  (+  J  1))))

(define (make-sticks alpha)

  ;; use 'mem' to aassociate a particular draw from Beta distri-
bution

  ;; with each natural number.

  (let ((sticks  (mem  (lambda  (x)  (beta  1.0  alpha)))))

    (lambda () (pick-a-stick  sticks  1))))

(define  my-sticks  (make-sticks  1)) ;; alpha = 1

In the above example, my-sticks means sampling from the natural numbers by 
walking down the list starting at 1 and flipping a coin weighted by a fixed value 
which is sampled from a Beta distribution for each natural number. When coin 
comes up with true it returns the current natural number otherwise it keeps walk-
ing. 

4.1.3 Stochastic Memoization with DPmem
The above construction of the Dirichlet process defines a distribution over the in-
finite set of natural numbers, however, we ultimately would like to be more gen-
eral. That is, we quite often want a distribution not over the natural numbers 
themselves, but over an infinite set of samples from some other distributions 
(which will be called base distributions later) .

To achieve that goal is not quite simple – we can just generalize the Dirichlet 
process to that setting by using mem to associate each natural number with a ran-
dom sample from the base distribution[14]:
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(define (DPmem alpha base-dist)

  (let ((augmented-proc

            (mem (lambda (args stick-index) (apply base-dist args))))

            (DP (mem (lambda (args) (make-sticks alpha)))))

      (lambda argsin

           (let ((stick-index ((DP argsin))))

         (augmented-proc argsin stick-index)))))

By DPmem, we do a simple transformation to a base distribution. A distribution 
memoized by DPmem is thus a new Dirichlet process distribution. In the follow-
ing example, we stochastically memozied a Gaussian distribution:

(define  memoized-gaussian  (DPmem  1.0  gaussian))

For this example, the draws from memoized-gaussian are discrete (with probabil-
ity one) while  draws from a Gaussian distribution are continuously real values. 
Next figure [14] shows the density of a Gaussian distribution and a memoized-
gaussian distribution:

Figure  3:  Density  functions  of  Gaussian  distribution  and  DPmemoized-Gaussian
distribution.

DPmem is a powerful tool to represent non-parametric models. Details will be 
discussed in Section 5.

4.2 Constructing a MCMC Kernel
In Section 2.3, We have already discussed about probabilistic program traces, 
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm and how they works with each other. We also 
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point out that manually writing code of Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for some 
specific probabilistic models is not difficult. In this section, we will discuss about 
how to implement Metropolis-Hastings algorithm for probabilistic programs 
traces so that we can just write regular procedures and then let Shelang handle all 
the details of algorithms.

In the following, all discussion within this section is based on this example code:

(define (test)

  (let ((x (gaussian 0 1))

     (y (gaussian 0 4)))

      (query (+ x y) 3)

       y))

4.2.1 Implementation of ERPs
According to Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, we need to do iterations so that 
when iterations are finished, the stationary distribution is close enough to target 
distribution. Therefore, ERPs are acting like signals which try to tell the program 
that you should execute me again in next iteration. Meanwhile, all the outcomes 
of ERPs are random points that should be collected into the trace.

In Scheme language, there's a powerful control-flow construction called continua-
tions. That is, a closure that captures the current program continuation [16]. We 
can use this mechanism to implement a general function called sample for sam-
pling:

(define (sample  sampler-fn  log-likelihood-fn  proposer-fn)

  (let ((rv  (call/cc

                     (lambda (k)

                         (trace:add-choice!  (choice:new proposer-fn  k))

                         (sampler-fn)))))

      (let ((choice  (car  (trace:choices  *current-trace*))))

           (choice:set-random-val!  choice  rv)

           (choice:set-prior-score!  choice  (log-likelihood-fn  rv)))

           rv))

There are a lot of to discuss for this function, however, let's first focus between 
the second line to the fifth. In the code, trace and choice are compound data struc-
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tures. choice:new acts like a constructor function which accepts a proposer func-
tion and a continuation, the fourth line thus shows all continuations are collected 
there. Meanwhile, each choice will be collected into a global variable called *cur-
rent-trace* by the function trace:add-choice!.

Now from the sixth line, when a continuation is invoked by a given random vari-
able, the program will first select the most current choice from *current-trace* 
and then modify its states.

The function sample is the most important part to implement each elementary 
random primitive. For example, now if we want to implement the primitive 
gaussian, we only need to provide the corresponding sampling function, log-likeli-
hood function and proposer function:

(define gaussian

  (lambda  (mean  var  #!optional  proposer)

    (let ((sampler  (gaussian-sampler  mean  var))

  (log-likelihood  (gaussian-log-likelihood  mean  var)))

      (if (default-object?  proposer)

  (set! proposer

     (proposal:from-prior  sampler  log-likelihood)))

      (sample  sampler  log-likelihood  proposer))))

Where the implementation of proposal:from-prior is:

(define ((proposal:from-prior  sampler  likelihood)  rv)

  (let ((new-val  (sampler)))

      (let ((forward-score  (likelihood  new-val))

       (backward-score  (likelihood  rv)))

          (set!  *forward-score*  forward-score)

        (set!  *backward-score*  backward-score)

           new-val)))

Choosing proposal:from-prior to produce the proposer function is just a default 
option, users may specify a better one which will be used when performing Me-
tropolis-Hastings algorithm's iterations. The details will be discussed in next part.
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4.2.2 The Implementation of query
When query appears in somewhere of a program, it acts like a “barrier” that con-
trolling the program to perform Metropolis-Hastings algorithm's loop. A global 
constant variable called +default-mh-steps+ specifies the default number of itera-
tions which is 100. Inside query, there's a continuation that controls when to stop 
the iterations.

Let's first consider this line of example code: (query  (+  x  y)  3), where (+  x  
y) is called real value and 3 is called observed value. query accepts an optional 
likelihood function, which looks like this by default:

(define (likelihood:exact  x  obs)

  ;; when they are not equal, return -∞

     (if  (equal?  x  obs)  0.0  -inf.0)) 

This looks like a functions that put constraint relations upon the real value and ob-
served value. Users may specify other kinds of likelihood functions here. 

Now recall that in Section 2.4, the formula of acceptance ratio is give as:

α=
p (x 'i  | x ' before) p( y  | x ') length(x)q(x i  | x 'i)
p (xi  | xbefore ) p( y  | x) length(x ' )q(x 'i  | x i)

Therefore, query needs to maintain two traces at the same time. During each iter-
ation, we use the above formula to transit the current Markov chain. Finally, when
the whole iterations is over, query reset all states of traces and random choices.

4.3 Miscellaneous
4.3.1 A Statistics Library

There is a basic implementation of statistical distributions. All discrete distribu-
tions already implemented are Bernoulli distribution, Binomial distribution, Cate-
gorical distribution, Poisson distribution, Geometric distribution and Discrete-
Uniform distribution, while the continuous ones are Gaussian distribution, 
Gamma distribution, Beta distribution, Exponential distribution, Multinomial dis-
tribution and Dirichlet distribution.

To initialize a distribution, users need to specify the name and parameters. For 
example:

;; parameters can be either a list or a vector

(define  bio  (make-dist  'binomial '(10 0.3))) 
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Once it's initialized, users can sample from it, get its probability density function 
and cumulative distribution function,  the mean value and variance value. For ex-
ample:

;; use 'rand' to sample from a distribution

(rand  bio) ;; => 4

;; use 'dist-pdf' to get the probability density function 

(define  bio-pdf (dist-pdf  bio)) ;; => bio-pdf

(bio-pdf  4) ;; => .20012094899999988 ( C10
4
⋅0.34

⋅0.76 )

;; use 'dist-cdf' to get the cumulative distribution function

(define  bio-cdf  (dist-cdf bio))

(bio-cdf  4) ;; => .8497316673999994 ( ∑
i=0

4

C 10
i ⋅0.3i⋅0.710−i )

;; use 'dist-mean' to get the mean value 

(dist-mean  bio) ;; => 3.

;; and use 'dist-variance' to get the variance value

(dist-variance  bio) ;; => 2.1

This part of implementation is originally used to work for elementary random 
primitives so they were used to be hidden from the users. However, when imple-
menting ERPs, it only requires the corresponding sampling function. We thus 
separate this part from implementation of ERPs and make this to be a individual 
component of Shelang. 

4.3.2 A Matrix Library
Shelang also provides a simple library to manipulate matrices. This library will be
useful in scenarios like when discrete distributions are used, though it needs to be 
improved in the future work.

Use make-matrix to initialize a matrix. Users can specify the dimensions and even
how to construct a matrix. For example:

;; by default, the contents will be filled with 1.0

(define  mx (make-matrix  3  3))

;; use 'matrix' to view the content of a matrix

(matrix  mx) ;; => #(#(1. 1. 1.) #(1. 1. 1.) #(1. 1. 1.))
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;; you can specify how to construct a matrix with the 3rd parame-
ter

;; which is function with 2parameters, 

;; where I and j is index of rows and columns

(define  mx (make-matrix  3  3  (lambda  (i  j) (if  (=  i  j)  1.  0.)))

(matrix  mx) ;; => #(#(1. 0. 0.) #(0. 1. 0.) #(0. 0. 1.))

Basic manipulation functions for matrices are implemented, including +, -, * and 
several other operators:

(define  mx-1  (make-matrix  3  3))

(define  mx-2  (make-matrix  3  3  (lambda  (i  j) (if  (=  i  j)  1.  0.)))

(define  mx-3  (make-matrix  3  3))

;; 'matrix:+', 'matrix:-' and 'matrix:*' can take arbitrary num-
ber of arguments

(matrix  (matrix:+  mx-1  mx-2  mx-3)) 

;; => #(#(3. 2. 2.) #(2. 3. 2.) #(2. 2. 3.))

(matrix  (matrix:-  mx-1  mx-2  mx-3)) 

;; => #(#(-1. 0. 0.) #(0. -1. 0.) #(0. 0. -1.))

(matrix  (matrix:*  mx-1 mx-2  mx-3)) 

;; => #(#(3. 3. 3.) #(3. 3. 3.) #(3. 3. 3.))

;; besides, 

;; 'matrix-ref' takes a matrix object and index number, then re-
turn the value;

(matrix-ref  mx-2  1  1) ;; => 1.

;; 'matrix-set!' takes a matrix object, index number and the new
value to be set

(matrix  (matrix-set!  mx-1  0  0  3.)) 

;; => #(#(3. 1. 1.) #(1. 1. 1.) #(1. 1. 1.))

;; 'matrix-copy' takes a matrix object and return a copied one; 

;; 'matrix-transpose' takes a matrix object and return the 
transposed one;
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;; 'matrix-nth-row' and 'matrix-nth-col' takes a matrix object 
and 

;; a index number then return the corresponding row or column as
a matrix object;
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5 Results
In this section, I'll show several example usages of Shelang for some typical prob-
abilistic models. All the examples are adapted from [14] or [15] but rewritten 
with Shelang. The section can also be considered as a usage reference for Shelang
language. 

5.1 Concept Learning: Inducing Arithmetic Functions
In Shelang, a function called EVAL is available during runtime. Exposing EVAL 
means that one can write a program that simulates a randomly chosen probabilis-
tic program. Consider this example:

(define (gen-expr)

     (letrec ((generator

           (lambda ()

         (if (flip  0.4)

          (list (if (flip)  '+  '*)

      (generator)

      (generator))

          (sample-integer  1  10)))))

          (let ((expr  (generator)))

      (query  (eval  expr  user-initial-environment)  24)

         expr)))

(define  ss (sample-stream  gen-expr  100  100))

(stream-head  ss  3)

;; => ((+ 4 (+ 7 (+ 9 4))) 

;;     (+ 7 (+ 8 (* 3 3))) 

;;     (+ 6 (* 2 (* 3 3))))

Inside the procedure gen-expr, generator generates a symbolic arithmetic expres-
sion drawn from a simple grammar and then the query returns samples from the 
posterior distribution on expressions given that the result is 24.
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This program learns various ways of computing the value 24, consistent with a 
particular context-free grammar on program text n symbolic expression form. 
Furthermore, we can see learning a Shelang program from data is no more diffi-
cult. Conceptually, Shelang programs are exactly Shelang data. 

However, using the function EVAL during runtime is actually very expensive. 
Much further work thus remains to be discussed.

5.2 Learning as Conditional Inference
Learning is different from inferring, but there is not a very clear line between 
them. [14] formulates learning as inference in a model that:

• has a fixed latent value of interest, the hypothesis, and

• has a sequence of observations, the data points.

This pattern can be represented as:

(define (learning)

    (let ((hypothesis  (prior)))

        (query (equal?  observed-data 

  (repeat (lambda () (observe  hypothesis))  N))

  #t)

         hypothesis))

In the above example code, the prior samples a hypothesis from the hypothesis 
space. This function represents our prior knowledge about the model we observe, 
before we have observed any real data. The observe function describes how a data
point is generated if the hypothesis is given. This pattern is actually a typical ex-
ample of the Bayes rule. 

Now let's consider this simple illustration of learning: one guy gives you a coin 
and let you flip it. You first flip that coin for 5 times, then you observe a set of all 
heads: (H H H H H). You may already feel it's tricky now, but it's still may be just
a coincidence. You flip that coin for 5 more times then, and then what you get is 
another five heads in a row. Most people will find this a highly suspicious coinci-
dence and begin to suspect that guy has rigged his coin in some way such that it's 
a weighted coin. Finally, you flip the coin for last 5 more times and again you ob-
serve nothing but heads and the 15 observations is thus a set of all heads. 

Regardless of your prior beliefs, it is almost impossible to resist the inference that
the coin is a trick coin. The whole learning process can be encoded like this:
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(define (learn-coin observed-data)

    (letrec ((make-coin

          (lambda (weight)

                          (lambda () (if (flip  weight)  'h 't)))))

        (let* ((num-flips (length  observed-data))

       ;; our prior belief about whether the coin is fair

                (fair-prior  0.999) 

                (fair-coin? (flip  fair-prior))

                (coin  (make-coin  (if  fair-coin?  0.5  0.95))))

            (query  (equal?  observed-data (repeat  coin  num-flips))  #t)

              fair-coin?)))

(define obs-1 '(h h h h h))

(define  ss-1 

  (sample-stream (lambda () (learn-coin  obs-1))  1000  100))

(hist (stream-head  ss-1  1000)) ;; => ((#t 0.925) (#f 0.073))

(define obs-2 '(h h h h h h h h h h))

(define ss-2 

  (sample-stream (lambda () (learn-coin  obs-2)) 1000  100))

(hist (stream-head  ss-2  1000)) ;; => ((#t 0.383) (#f 0.616))

(define obs-3 '(h h h h h h h h h h h h h h h ))

(define ss-3 

  (sample-stream (lambda () (learn-coin  obs-3))  1000  100))

(hist (stream-head  ss-3  1000)) ;; => ((#f 0.999))

Those 3 outcomes shows exactly the “learning curve”. Actually, if we set fair-
prior to be 0.5, then just 5 heads in a row are sufficient to learn it's of high proba-
bility that the coin is not fair. In Shelang, learning means a shift from one state of 
knowledge to another, while the speed of that shift is sometimes affected by the 
learner's initial and maybe subjective beliefs.
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5.3 Machine Learning
5.3.1 Markov Model

Though in Section 2.2.5, we also discussed about the purity of probabilistic pro-
grams, that is, samples generated from a probabilistic program are exchangeable 
sequences don't depend on the order. However, the order is sometimes important.
For example, today's weather may be highly depended on yesterday's weather. 
This kind of model is called Markov Model, which we have actually discussed 
about in section 2.3.2. To summarize, a Markov Model is a model of sequence of 
unobserved states. Each state depends only on the previous state. Consider this 
example:

(define (markov transition state n)

  (let loop ((result '())

                  (state  state)

       (count  0))

       (if (=  count  n)

  ;; collect states and return the final markov chain

    (reverse!  Result) 

    (loop (cons  state  result)

                 (transition  state)

                 (+  count  1)))))

;;; Naive Transition

(define (transition  state)

     (cond

   ;; use Categorical distributions to transit between states

          ((eq?  state  'a) (discrete '(a b c) '(0.7 0.2 0.1)))

          ((eq?  state  'b) (discrete '(a b c) '(0.3 0.3 0.4)))

     ((eq?  state  'c) (discrete '(a b c) '(0.3 0.65 0.05)))))

(markov 'a 10) ;; => get a markov chain

We can use Dirichlet distribution to put a prior on transition probabilities:

(define states '(a b c)) ;; all possible states
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(define  state->transition-model

  ;; use 'mem' to memoize the prior information for each state

     (mem (lambda (state) 

  (dirichlet (repeat (lambda ()  1.0) (length  states))))))

(define (transition  state)

  (discrete  states (state->transition-model  state)))

(markov  'a 10) ;; => get a markov chain

It's so natural and straightforward to represent a probabilistic model such as 
Markov Model within Shelang. By using those random primitives and stochastic 
memoization mechanism, representing a generative probabilistic process is such a 
easy job.

5.3.2 Hidden Markov Model
Another model which is also related to Markov Model, is the Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM). It's been used a lot in computational linguistics. The HMM ex-
tends the Markov Model by assuming that the “actual” states are not observable. 
Instead there is an “observation model” that generates an observation from each 
“hidden state”. Generating such a model with Shelang is still a easy job:

(define (transition state)

    (cond

         ((eq?  state  'a) (discrete  '(a b c) '(0.7 0.2 0.1)))

         ((eq?  state  'b) (discrete  '(a b c) '(0.3 0.3 0.4)))

         ((eq?  state  'c) (discrete  '(a b c) '(0.3 0.65 0.05)))))

(define (observe-state state)

  (cond

      ((eq? state 'a) (sample-integer  0  2))

      ((eq? state 'b) (sample-integer  3  5))

      ((eq? state 'c) (sample-integer  6  8))))

(define (hmm  state  n)

    (if (= n 0)

        '()
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        (cons (observe-state  state)

                     (hmm (transition  state) (-  n  1)))))

Still, we can use the Dirichlet distribution to put prior distributions over transition
and observation probabilities:

(define  hidden-states  '(s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 stop))

(define  vocabulary  '(chef omelet soup eat work bake))

(define state->observation-model

    (mem  (lambda  (state) 

  (dirichlet  (make-list  (length  vocabulary)  1)))))

(define (observation  state)

  (discrete  vocabulary  (state->observation-model  state)))

(define state->transition-model

  (mem (lambda (state) 

 (dirichlet  (make-list  (length  hidden-states)  1)))))

(define (hmm-transition  state)

     (discrete  states  (state->transition-model  state)))

(define (sample-words last-state)

     (if (equal? last-state 'stop)

         '()

         (cons (observation  last-state)

              (sample-words (hmm-transition  last-state)))))

(sample-words  's1)

5.3.3 Bayesian Networks
Probabilistic programs can also easily express the Bayesian networks, which is a 
causal structure. Consider the following example:
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Figure 4: A Bayes net for the medical diagnosis example.

The figure above shows a Bayesian network for a medical diagnosis example. 
There is a probability table (“CPT”) for each node, with a column for each value 
of the variable, and a row for each combination of values for its parents in the 
network. To encode this network is very simple in Shelang, and so is querying 
about this causal model:

(define (medical-diagnosis)

     (let* ((smoke  (flip  0.2))

             (cold (flip 0.02))

             (lung-disease (if smoke (flip 0.1009) (flip 0.001)))

             (shortness-of-breath 

           (if lung-disease (flip 0.208) (flip 0.01)))

             (chest-pain (if lung-disease (flip 0.208) (flip 0.01)))

             (cough (cond ((and lung-disease cold) (flip 0.7525))

                                  ((or lung-disease cold) (flip 0.505))

                                  ((and (not lung-disease) (not cold)) (flip 
0.01))))

             (fever (if cold (flip 0.307) (flip 0.01))))
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       (query (and cough chest-pain shortness-of-breath) #t)

       smoke))

Here we ask about “when a person is of cough, chest pain and shortness of breath 
at the same time, how is it possible that he smokes?”. Then we use sample-stream
and hist to get the answer:

(define  ss (sample-stream medical-diagnosis  200  100))

(hist (stream-head  ss  200)) ;; => ((#t .02) (#f .97))

The result shows it's highly possible that this guy smokes, which is reasonable. 
Actually, most generative models will have a corresponding graphical model, like 
this kind of Bayesian networks, that captures all of the dependencies and indepen-
dencies of the model. This simple example above shows how we can easily deal 
with those causal models in Shelang.

5.4 Non-parametric Models
In statistics, a non-parametric model is a family of distributions that can not be 
described using a finite number of parameters. The difference between paramet-
ric model and non-parametric model is that the former one always has a fixed 
number of parameters, while the latter one grows the number of parameters with 
the amount of training data. By using DPmem, which we discussed about in Sec-
tion 4.2.3, it's very easy to represent non-parametric models.

5.4.1 Infinite Hidden Markov Models
Just like in Section 5.3.2, which is a mixture model over a fixed number of latent 
states, now we have a infinite hidden Markov model which is over an infinite 
number of latent states:

(define  vocabulary  '(chef omelet soup eat work bake))

;; gensym generates an not yet interned symbol

(define (get-state) (DPmem  0.5 (lambda () (gensym  "hmm"))))

(define state->transition-model

     (mem (lambda (state) (DPmem  1.0  (get-state)))))

(define (transition state)

     ((state->transition-model state)))

(define state->observation-model

     (mem  (lambda (state) 
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          (dirichlet  (make-list  (length  vocabulary)  1)))))

(define (observation  state)

  (discrete  vocabulary (state->observation-model  state)))

(define (sample-words  last-state)

     (if (flip  0.2)

          '()

          (cons   (observation  last-state) 

         (sample-words  (transition  last-state)))))

(sample-words 'start)

Notice that the transition model uses a separate DPmemoized function for each la-
tent state: with some probability it will reuse a transition from this state, other-
wise it will transition to a new state drawn from the globally shared source or state
symbols—a DPmemoized gensym.

5.4.2 CrossCat
CrossCat is a generative model that can be used for categorizing objects given 
their features. The model assumes that each data point is generated using multiple
systems of categories; each such system accounts for some subset of the features. 
Consider this simple example:

(define (cross-cat)

     (letrec 

    ((kind-distribution (DPmem  1.0  gensym))

    (feature->kind

        (mem (lambda (feature) (kind-distribution))))

    (kind->class-distribution

        (mem (lambda (kind (DPmem 1.0 gensym)))))

    (feature-kind/object->class

        (mem (lambda (kind object)

     ((kind->class-distribution  kind)))))

    (class->parameters
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        (mem (lambda (object-class) (beta 1.0 1.0))))

    (observe

        (lambda (object feature)

            (flip (class->parameters

                      (feature-kind/object->class

                           (feature->kind feature) object))))))

       (let ((result (list (observe 'spinach 'breakfast)

                            (observe 'eggs 'breakfast))))

           (query (and (observe 'eggs 'breakfast)

                      (observe 'toast 'breakfast)

                      (observe 'eggs 'dinner)

                      (observe 'spinach 'dinner))

                    #t)

            result)))
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6 Conclusions
We have already showed the usage of Shelang with several probabilistic models. 
Though those examples are quite short and simple, don't forget programming lan-
guages are deemed “expressive” when it is possible to write various programs and 
models in them compactly, and when these new programs and models will them-
selves be easy to extend. Ultimately, programming language will be the most 
powerful representation of knowledge.

Meanwhile, Shelang is successfully implemented as an embedded language. 
When using special constructions like mem, DPmem and query, users still has all 
access to the infrastructures of Scheme language. This flexibility makes Shelang 
even more powerful. Compared to Church [8], I think Shelang wins at the point 
of flexibility while their extensibility and expressiveness are quite close. Since 
Church is implemented as an interpreted language, Shelang thus removes much 
overhead during runtime. 

Finally, probabilistic programming itself is actually still not a mature idea, maybe
some of the proposals and designs will be changed in the future. For Shelang, this
implementation is still not efficient enough to be used in practice. Shelang sacri-
fices the efficiency for expressiveness and flexibility. 

Therefore, a lot of future work could be carried on. Indeed, efficiency drawbacks
is a common problem for existing implementations of probabilistic programming
systems. [7] is one possible solution to improve the efficiency while [11] proposed
some other inference algorithms may also speed up the reasoning. Meanwhile,
since probabilistic programs are also designed to be helpful for programmers, thus
tools like debuggers, integrated development environment (IDE) and visualization
windows also need to be implemented in the end.
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Appendix A: Shelang(Scheme) 
Language Basics
This section is about a basic of Scheme language (and thus also Shelang), we are 
trying to be as comprehensive as possible. Though Scheme language is very small 
and simple, you may still need to look up into the references on the Internet.

Forms
Lisp programs are composed of forms, that is, S-expressions. All the computation 
is performed under the λ-Calculus setting: applying some operators to compute 
results. Those applications look like this:

(+  1  2  3) ;; => 6

Here we see the operator (function) + applied to three arguments: 1, 2 and 3. In 
Scheme, the name of the operator comes first and the parentheses go outside the 
function. A more complex program is syntactically composed of nested S-expres-
sions, or say, structured forms. Generally speaking, all forms will be evaluated by 
some evaluation rule. Consider these forms:

(* (+  3  1)

      (+ (/  9  3  3) (-  1  (+  5  6)))) ;; => -36

(and  #t (or  #f  #t)) 

;; => #t, where #t means true and #f means false.

(if (>  1  2)  #t  #f) 

;; => #f, note that 'if' is a special operator instead of a 
function.

Symbols and Lists
Symbol is a very special abstraction in Lisp languages. To define a symbol:

;; (define symbol-name expressions*)

(define  a  (+  1  2  3)) 

;; => the symbol 'a' will be evaluated to 6

a ;; => evaluated to 6

(quote  a) ;; => a, evaluation canceled
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'a ;; => equivalent to (quote a)

The ability to make new symbols as needed is a crucial feature. On the other 
hand, list is a sequence of values, which is a fundamental data structure in Lisp 
languages family. A Lisp list is different from a array, which is like a linked list 
instead of a linear list. In Scheme, lists can be constructed using the function list 
and manipulated using various functions such as car and cdr:

(define lst  (list 'this 'is 'a 'list)) ;; => lst, a sequence of 
quoted values

(car  lst) ;; => this

(cdr  lst) ;; => (is a list)

(car  (cdr  lst)) ;; => is

Actually, you may already notice that Scheme programs can also be considered as
composed of lists:

(define program (list  '+  1  2  (list '- 3  4))) 

;; => program: (+ 1 2 (- 3 4))

;; The function eval evaluates a expression under the 

;; current environment and then return the result.

(eval program user-initial-environment) ;; => 2

Building Functions: lambda
lambda is the most important constructions in Lisp languages. Though maybe 
'make-function' is a more modern substituted name, Lisp languages stills use 
lambda to build functions nowadays. For example, if we want to implement a 
simple add function:

((lambda (x  y) (+  x  y))  1  2) 

;; => 3, basic usage of lambda

(define  add (lambda  (x  y) (+  x  y)))

(add  1  2) ;; => 3

;; next definition is equivalent to 

;; (define add (lambda (x y) (+ x y)))

(define  (add  x  y)  (+  x  y)) ;; a syntactic sugar
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However, the ability to make higher-order functions is what makes the lambda ex-
tremely powerful. By using higher-order functions, programmers can write func-
tions that take functions as arguments or return a function. Consider this example:

(define  add-by (lambda (adder) (lambda (x) (+ x adder)))) ;; returns 
a function

(define  add-by-100  (add-by  100))

(add-by-100  25) ;; => 125

;; map takes a function and then apply it to the list(s)

(map  add-by-100 (list  1  2  3)) ;; => (101 102 103)

Some Useful Constructions
let creates a lexical context environment:

(define  +global+  100)

(let ((+global+  1000))

             (x  2))

     (*  +global+ x)) ;; => 2000 (instead of 200)

Actually, let can always be translated into a lambda application:

;; These are equivalent:

(let ((x  1) (y  2)) (*  x  y)) ;; => 2

((lambda (x  y) (*  x  y)) 1  2) ;; => 2

When the parameter-list has dependencies within it, you should use let* :

(let* ((x  10) (y (*  x  2))) (+  x  y)) ;; => 30

letrec is used when you want to bind recursive functions to the lexical environ-
ment:

(letrec ((loop (lambda (count result)

                 (if (= count 0)

                   result

         (loop (- count 1) ;; tail recursion

                       (cons count result)))))) 
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  (loop 10 '()))

;; => (1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10)

Finally, references of MIT-Scheme can be found here: http://www.gnu.org/soft-
ware/mit-scheme/documentation/mit-scheme-ref/ .
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Appendix B: All Elementary Random
Primitives Provided by Shelang

• (bernoulli p) ~  perform a Bernoulli trial, returns 1 with probabil-
ity p and 0 with probability 1− p .

• (flip p) ~ also perform a Bernoulli trial, but returns true with proba-
bility p  and false with probability 1− p .

• (binomial n p) ~ a Binomial distribution with success probability
p and the number of trials n , returns an integer value that
val∈[0,n] .

• (categorical items-or-pairs) ~ a Categorical distribution pa-
rameterized by items-or-pairs, such that if items-or-pairs is a list of pairs 
(item p), p values of all pairs must sum to 1, then it returns item 
with probability p ; if items-or-pairs is a list of atoms, then that will be 
converted to a list of pairs (item p) that each p is

1/(length  of  items-or-pairs) and finally returns item with probability
p .

• (discrete  items-or-pairs) ~ synonym for (categorical 
items-or-pairs) .

• (poisson  rate) ~ a Poisson distribution with rate rate .

• (discrete-uniform  min  max) ~ a Discrete-Uniform distribution.
Returns an integer from the range [min ,max ] .

• (sample-integer  min  max) ~ synonym of discrete-uniform.

• (continuous-uniform  min  max) ~ a Continuous-Uniform distri-
bution. Returns a float number in the domain [min ,max ] .

• (gaussian  mean  var) ~ a Gaussian distribution with parameters
μ=mean ,σ2

=var .

• (normal  mean  var) ~ synonym for (gaussian  mean  var)

• (gamma  a  b) ~ a Gamma distribution with shape a and scale b . 
Returns a float number on the domain (0 , +∞) .
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• (beta  a  b) ~ a Beta distribution with shape a and scale b . Re-
turns a float number on interval [0 , 1 ) .

• (exponential  rate) ~ a Exponential distribution with parameter 
rate rate . Returns a float number in the domain [0 , +∞ ) .

• (multinomial  n  probs) ~ a Multinomial distribution with param-
eter n and probs , probs must sum to 1.

• (dirichlet  alphas) ~ a Dirichlet distribution parameterized by a 
list or a vector of alphas. Returns a list of probabilities probs such that
(∑ probs) = 1.0  and (count probs)  = (count alphas) .

But notice that for each primitive, there is always an optional argument that let 
users specify a proposer function.
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